
On the Fire Weather page of the NWS Raleigh home page, there is a link to the NWS EDD. This feature is design to 
provide a platform from which decision makers can overly weather information pertinent to their particular 
situation.
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This is one of several features designed by various teams across the NWS in an effort called WeatherReady Nation. 
The EDD was designed by a group of individuals initially at the NWS Charleston WV office. The principle engineer is 
Jonathan Wolfe, who is currently at NWS Duluth.
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To access the EDD, go to the NWS home page at www.weather.gov, then left click the mouse button on central 
NC….
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This will take you to the NWS Raleigh home page. Scroll down toward the bottom of the page…
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…until you see the Fire Weather icon. Left click on the icon to get…
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..the Fire Weather Forecast home page. Select the first option, the “One-Stop Fire Weather Page for North 
Carolina.”
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This will bring you to this page, which has been specifically formatted/designed for fire weather interest (note the 
“Fire Group” in the GUI in the top center of the page) to be centered on NC. Normally, the EDD loads with a map of 
the lower 48. From here you can zoom in on a specific section or site. Let’s go the Uwharrie National Forest.
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All you have to do is move your cursor to your point of interest. What I have done is highlighted my point by 
shading in a point in red, east of Badin. Left click the mouse and….
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….up pops the fire weather planning forecast (FWF) for that site/county. This is the text version. At the top of the 
GUI, is a number of other options in which the data can be displayed, graphical by hour, or in tabular form. In 
addition is an option to request a Spot Forecast for that site.
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Hourly Graph
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Tabular Data



Request a Spot Forecast
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In the upper left is a minimize icon, left click on this will reveal…
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…the GUI which will allow you to place layers of data on your display to monitor the weather. Notice that it says 
“Experimental”. This product is not supported 24/7. There will be times when links are broken or the feature will 
not display at all.  If this product is worthwhile to your operations, let the folks at regional national HQ know. They 
are the ones that make the decisions on which programs to support. Your voice is much more effective than 
relaying it to the local office. Click on Observation to toggle this one to get…
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…opens up the MesoWest Obs GUI. From here, click on Options….
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…choose what meteorological fields you want to display…
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…choose what meteorological fields you want to display…
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….as well as filter parameters, such as RH. A nice feature is that you can mouse over the ob site and get an actual 
readout with station name, and the bulk of weather parameters. 
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Clicking on the radar option will lead the regional radar display. BE PATIENT. This takes several minutes to load since 
its compiling several images into a loop
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The satellite option is available, in either visible or infrared (gray scale and colored), water vapor, as well as a fog 
channel. The options can be accessed by the GUI immediately right of the toggle OFF/ON.
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Be aware when you start adding layer after layer. Different update intervals can result in very interesting mosaics!
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Let’s look at the tool bar to help in our navigation. In the upper right, you’ll see tools to highlight the legend, to 
provide feedback to the developers and people of influence (not NWS Raleigh), as well as the Help Guide (very 
useful).
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If you have an area you go to on a regular basis and you always prefer certain parameters to be routinely displayed, 
get the display to your desired preference, then click on the Save/Share option at the bottom of the screen. By 
clicking on this option, it generates the long and tiny url for your current configuration. Either cut and paste the url
to share it, or, click on “Go to link” at the bottom of the dialogue box. This allows you to bookmark the EDD with 
your customized saved settings and map zoom. 
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We have only scratched the surface or what you can do with this platform. The HELP CENTER in the upper right 
hand corner is an excellent resource to learn a lot on how to navigate this system.
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